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Donations/Participation Terms and 

Conditions 
Overview 

This website is operated by reachers Philanthropy non-profit 
charity. Throughout the site, the terms “we”, “us” and “our” 
refer to reachers Philanthropy. reachers Philanthropy offers this 
website, including all information, tools, and services available 
from this site to you, the user, conditional upon your acceptance 
of all terms, conditions, policies, Fair Use and Privacy Policy and 
notices stated here. 
 
By visiting our site and/ or donating to, or purchasing something 
from us, you engage in our “Service” and unreservedly agree to 
be bound by the following terms and conditions (“Terms and 
Conditions”, “Terms”), including those additional terms and 
conditions and policies referenced herein and/or available by 
hyperlink. These Terms and Conditions apply to all users of the 
site, including without limitation users who are browsers, 
vendors, customers, merchants, and/ or contributors of content. 
 
Please read these Terms and Conditions carefully before 
accessing or using our website. By accessing or using any part of 
the site, you agree to be bound by these Terms and Conditions. If 
you do not agree to all the terms and conditions of this 
agreement, then you may not access the website or use any 
services. If these Terms and Conditions are considered an offer, 
acceptance is expressly limited to these Terms and Conditions. 
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Any new features or tools which are added to the current site or 
store shall also be subject to the Terms and Conditions. You can 
review the most current version of the Terms and Conditions at 
any time on this page. We reserve the right to update, change or 
replace any part of these Terms and Conditions by posting 
updates and/or changes to our website.  
 
You agree it is your responsibility to check this website and 
Terms and Conditions page periodically for changes to our Terms 
and Conditions. Your continued use of or access to the website 
following the posting of any changes constitutes acceptance of 
those changes. 
 
Online User Terms: All users agree to be unreservedly bound to 
these terms and conditions upon access and sign on and agree 
to keep themselves fully informed to all changes over time and 
to be bound to these new or amended terms and conditions 
applying without reservation. Even if the new terms and 
conditions conflict with those agreed to when initially accessing 
the site or singing on, you agree to any/all Terms and Conditions 
applying over time that you must refer to when using this 
website. 
By making an initial USD $4 donation to take their own prof ile or account and 

participating in this reachers Philanthropy donations and tax-f ree benevolent gif ting 

opportunity, (The Scheme); all donors/participants state that they have read and 

fully understand and fully agree with and fully accept; and shall fully abide by all of  

the following stated and implied Terms and Conditions applying to their donations to 

and participation in The Scheme; and in the use of  the Social-Media function of  the 

website. 
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The reachers Philanthropic-Gifting Scheme. 

• reachers Philanthropy of fers a targeted 2.5 Billion daily email & Social Media 

users the ability to DONATE just USD $4 per global call (which cannot be more 

than USD $4 per call), where that call has the potential to deliver USD $10Billion 

for reachers Philanthropy non-prof it charity e.g. 2.5 Billion users donating just 

USD $4 delivers USD $10Billion for non-prof it charity; 

• When we reach the USD $10Billion in global donations (net AFTER operating 

costs), reachers Philanthropy has received an Australian Taxation Off ice (ATO) 

legal ruling that 20% (or USD $2Billion) can be legally philanthropically gif ted 

(tax-f ree) back to a randomly selected kind, loving USD $donor, as a 

philanthropic gif t for donating just USD $4 to our non-prof it charity; this could be 

YOU! 

• reachers Philanthropy has received an Australian Taxation Off ice (ATO) legal 

ruling that 80% (or $8Billion raised via your USD $4 global donations) can be 

legally philanthropically donated to our partner charity Vaccine Safety research 

Foundation (VSRF) to help the millions of  world families suf fering mass-death 

and lifelong injuries f rom the Covid mRNA Injections; another benef it of  your 

USD $4 kind, loving donation. 

    NB: ONLY THE SINGLE USD $4 ‘FIRST’ DONATION IS COMPULSORY, TO GET YOUR OWN PROFILE! 

1. Our reachers Social-Media site is similar to all others to allow your limited use for 

Post, Text, Comment, Share, Upload Picture, Links, Like, Comment etc. etc. 

2. There is just one (1) only USD $4 initial compulsory charity donation required for 

any user to take their own prof ile and sign in. 

3. ALL further participation in the future USD $4 global calls for the USD $2Billion tax-

f ree gif t are purely voluntary! 

4. You can use our reachers Philanthropy Social Media site for limited posts, allowing 

Post, Text, Comment, Share, Upload Picture, Links, Like, Comment etc. etc. without 

donating further if  you wish.  

5. FAIR USE: Af ter your f irst USD $4 donation that also goes to charity, we may 

redirect you af ter a nominal number of  posts (say 20-40 or so) to out FREE reachers 

Philanthropy facebook, twitter, Telegram etc. sites to limit our bandwith usage if  it 

degrades our hosting costs; but you can still return and post again af ter logging out 

and in. This Fair Use will be dependent upon hosting server capability loads.  

6. All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the term 

donor/participant refers identically to any person, company organisation or entity 

being the rightful or lawful owner of  the email address used to sign-up to and create 

a reachers Social-Media account and/or prof ile. 

 

https://www.lifewire.com/how-many-email-users-are-there-1171213
https://www.lifewire.com/how-many-email-users-are-there-1171213
http://www.vaxrisk.org/RULING.pdf
http://www.vaxrisk.org/RULING.pdf
http://www.vaxrisk.org/RULING.pdf
http://www.vaxrisk.org/RULING.pdf
https://www.vacsafety.org/about-us/
https://www.vacsafety.org/about-us/
https://indepthnh.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/COVID-Report-from-Rep.-Weyler-3.pdf
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7. All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that by their 

participation in The Scheme and by making an initial (one time only compulsory) 

online USD $4 donation transaction (which goes to charity) to set up their own 

account prof ile on this site, they are charity donors to reachers Philanthropy and its 

global Donor Partnered charities.  

8. All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that reachers 

Philanthropy is reachers Social-Media website and that any reference to either is 

understood to be the one non-prof it charitable funds raising organization established 

and operating to grant your donated funds to our non-prof it Global Donor Partners 

and provide a non-taxed benevolent USD $2Billion philanthropic gif t to selected 

USD $4 donors as an incentive to f reely and voluntarily donate.  

9. All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that a 

donor/participant is deemed to be either a person, company or organization that is 

def ined as being the authorized holder or owner of  an eMail address used to 

register themselves and/or an organization for taking an account or prof ile with 

reachers Philanthropy Social-Media and conf irmed by opening a reachers Social-

Media prof ile and/or account under that email address. 

10.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that their USD $4 

donation to reachers Philanthropy is solely as a charitable donation and accordingly, 

all donors/participants thereby fully agree that their USD $4 donation binds reachers 

Philanthropy in no way whatsoever to them, legally, f inancially or otherwise with any 

obligation whatsoever to refund the USD $4 donation for any reason; and reachers 

obligation to the USD $4 donor is solely to conduct a fair, honest and equitable non-

taxed benevolent gif ting scheme that they f reely participate in.  

11.  All donors/participants fully agree that if  any cyber-attack, intrusion, 3rd party 

nefarious act or technology breakdown occurs rendering reachers Philanthropy 

incapable of  operating its philanthropic-gif t scheme, or if  any online issues arise with 

its hosting provider GoDaddy or any other technology or internet issues occur that 

halt the operations of  the scheme; all USD $4 donors agree that there will be no 

refunds made whatsoever; and if  these issues make operations incapable of  being 

resolved; ALL consolidated net donations af ter costs will be directed to the charity 

recipients we act for.  

12.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the reachers 

Philanthropy non-prof it organisation and this Scheme is a very new idea and 

challenge with inherent potential dif f iculties and if  any failure of  systems, technology, 

organizational dif f iculties, political, legal issues etc. arise making The Scheme 

unviable, that all donations af ter net costs will be paid to the non-prof it charities we 

fund and there will be rights to any portion of  the $2Billion philanthropic gif t of fered  

and all users legally indemnif y reachers against any/all user claims whatsoever.  
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13.  All donors/participants fully agree that there may be a law requiring the $4 donor to 

have the $2Billion philanthropic gif t managed by a global investment f irm (e.g. 

Goldman Sachs) for just two years to educate the gif ted $4 donor on how to wisely 

manage the very large f inancial gif t and the entire amount then fully reverts to the 

gif ted person's total control and there may be a requirement for the gif ted person to 

make a minimal donation of  the gif ted person's choice to the USA Giving Pledge 

Program 
 

14.  All donors/participants fully agree that if  any inappropriate comments or posts are 

made on their own prof ile, they must act as public censors themselves and delete or 

remove these comments f rom their own prof ile and not rely on reachers 

Philanthropy to do this and agree they will not take any legal action against reachers 

for any 3rd party comments or inferences on their own prof ile.  

15.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that reachers 

Philanthropy may use and disclose the information provided by the donor/participant 

under these stated and implied terms and conditions for enhancing fundraising 

improvement purposes among and for users (including marketing) as deemed 

appropriate by reachers Philanthropy which all users may contact us by calling +61 

(0) 407 861 056. Accordingly, all donors/participants accept and agree that reachers 

Philanthropy can continue to contact donors/participants even af ter this scheme 

ends. If  the donor/participant would like to access or correct the personal 

information that reachers Philanthropy holds about the donor/participant, or if  the 

donor/recipient does not wish the information to be disclosed, the donor/participant 

should advise reachers Philanthropy in writing to reachers Philanthropy, 42 Main 

Street Maldon 3464, Victoria, Australia or by emailing 

glenn@reachersphilanthropy.org. 

16.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that The Scheme 

is conducted in accordance with reachers Philanthropy publicly stated plans and as 

stipulated within the spirit and intent of  our Global Operating Methodology Scope 

and Outline document following these Terms and Conditions and is governed by 

Australian benevolent-gif ting and related taxation treatment laws provided and 

attached; following these terms and conditions in ‘Australian Taxation Office 16th 

January 2014 Taxation Advice’.  

17.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that reachers 

Philanthropy reserves and has the right to disqualify or delete any 

donors/participants or their prof ile or account f rom the benevolent gif ting scheme or 

any future website use in the event of  their assessed non-compliance with these 

terms and conditions or in reachers Philanthropy’s opinion of  good community 

standards being breached by the user/participant.  

 

mailto:glenn@reachersphilanthropy.org
http://www.vaxrisk.org/RULING.pdf
http://www.vaxrisk.org/RULING.pdf
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18.  All donors/participants accept and agree that reachers Philanthropy's decisions in 

relation to their non-participation in any aspect of  the Scheme or online user posting 

is f inal and binding on each user/person/company that donates/participates and that 

no correspondence whatsoever will be entered into and that no refunds whatsoever 

will be countenanced and that any donations made will be placed into consolidated 

(net af ter operating costs) funds for non-prof it charity work to benef it those in need 

that we assist. 

19.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that reachers 

Philanthropy does not warrant the accuracy or completeness or correctness of  

all/any information provided by any users or inadvertent reachers’ errors made and 

will not be held liable for any inaccuracy, omission or error and that 

donors/participants should make their own enquiries to verify any/all information by 

any/all users. 

20.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that  any/all posts 

or comments made by them must conform with any/all defamation/slander/libel laws 

in their own country and that if  any litigation arises for any comments, posts, 

remarks, or inferences they make, then they warrant that they will forfeit their 

personal or trust or f inancial assets they have and they indemnify reachers 

Philanthropy against any such litigation or such costs occurring f rom their online 

user activity or activity by others on their prof ile. 

21.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that to the extent 

permitted by law, reachers Philanthropy shall not be liable for any loss or damage 

whatsoever (including but not limited to direct or consequential loss) or personal 

injury suf fered or sustained in connection with The Scheme and that reachers 

Philanthropy accepts no responsibility for any tax liabilities that may arise f rom 

donation/participation by any person, company or organisation. 

22.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that reachers 

Philanthropy shall not be liable for any loss or damage whatsoever (including but not 

limited to direct or consequential loss) or personal injury suf fered or sustained in 

connection with The Scheme in relation to any country’s taxation laws or laws that 

govern philanthropic-gif ts to them that might limit, restrict or preclude them from a 

philanthropic-gif t or any such scheme f rom reachers Philanthropy’ and they carry 

the obligation to determine if  they can f reely participate or benef it in this scheme 

under their own country’s laws. 
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23.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that reachers 

Philanthropy will at all times conduct this donations and benevolent-gif ting scheme 

in good faith and in accordance with good probity and governance principles and 

with respect to the f inancial, technical, procedural resources it has available to it at 

any time and there is no other obligation whatsoever conferred  or implied upon 

reachers Philanthropy, or its executives and Directors towards any donor/participant 

at any time other than to act in a properly appropriate fair and equitable manner in 

conducting this scheme as is devised by reachers Philanthropy and understood by 

reachers Philanthropy to be permitted by Australian benevolent-gif ting and taxation 

laws advised and as fully publicised. 

24.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that  if  reachers 

Philanthropy in conducting ‘The Scheme’ as intended in good-faith; has erred in its 

understanding of  the application of  any Australian, or other nation’s general and/or 

taxation laws which bars donors’/participants’ ability to donate and/or participate 

and/or claim and/or receive the benevolent-gif t in whole and/or in part; (or as 

impacted by any nation’s taxation laws); no legal, f inancial, operational and/or any 

other obligations whatsoever exists by reachers Philanthropy; towards any 

users/donors/participants; and they also agree that their donations made will be 

granted to reachers Philanthropy charities without any recourse whatsoever to 

recovering their donation/s made to these charities. 

25.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the reachers 

Philanthropy tax-f ree benevolent gif ting donations scheme is an open global public 

scheme for all Social-Media users wishing to donate just USD $4 to reachers 

Philanthropy’s current or other nominated globally accredited non-prof it Donor 

Partner charities, shown publicly and on reachers Philanthropy’s website f rom time 

to time.   

26.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that their USD $4 

donation is a donation to charity and this donation is f reely made without any 

expectation whatsoever of  any refund being made to any donor/participant for any 

reason whatsoever; and if  any failures occur their donation will go to charity net of  

operating expenses.   

27.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that if  any 

unintended disruption to The Scheme occurs for any reason whatsoever, ether 

technical, procedural, legal, criminal etc. their donation is treated as a charitable 

donation without any further obligations whatsoever towards them and any net funds 

derived f rom all donors are the intended charities’ property to be used by those 

charities for their intended charitable work. 
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28.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that 80% of  the 

entire net donations pool donated, will consequently be f reely granted by lawful 

Memorandum of  Understanding (MOU) to reachers Philanthropy’s charities or other 

nominated global Donor Partnered charities as reachers philanthropy chooses f rom 

time to time.   

29.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that 20% of  the 

entire net donations pool achieved will be benevolent gif ted back to one single 

global USD $4 donor per global call, under lawful provisions of  Australian general 

and taxation law; as an incentive to f reely make their USD $4 donation to reachers 

Philanthropy charities and if  any other country’s tax laws prohibit/preclude the gif ting 

to the user/participant/donor, they must seek that clarif ication themselves prior to 

participation and reachers will not he held responsible in any way for their preclusion 

and reachers may re-gif t the amount to a participant/user/donor at its discretion.  

30.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand both the spirit 

and intent of  the Australian taxation law provisions provided to reachers 

Philanthropy governing the benevolent gif ting back of  20% of  the donations pool to a 

USD $4 donor f rom a randomly selected draw and its associated taxation treatment, 

which is provided and attached fo llowing these terms and conditions in ‘Attachment 

A’, Australian Taxation Office 16th January 2014 Taxation Advice.   

31.  All reachers philanthropy’s directors and staf f  agree and accept that they MAY NOT 

receive any f inancial philanthropic gif t whatsoever by participating in this scheme; 

however, they may donate to the fund by using the USD $4 donations button. 

32.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the intended 

split of  80% granted to reachers Philanthropy ’s Global Donor Partner charities and 

20% made to a USD $4 donor/participant is generally meant to apply when the 

aspirational global donations pool reaches USD $10 Billion per reachers 

Philanthropy global call out for donations/participation.   

33.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the generally 

intended global donations pool of  USD $10 Billion is an aspirational target and if  

reachers Philanthropy chooses to make the 80% to charity and 20% benevolent gif t 

to a donor split on any other lower level that the USD $10 Billion global donations 

pool achieved for any marketing, incentivising or any other reason whatsoever, 

reachers Philanthropy reserves that right and will not accept or entertain any 

complaint, protest, legal challenge or disagreement whatsoever to its right to make 

such a distribution treatment as it so chooses f rom time to time.  
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34.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that if  any lawful 

interpretations under ANY Australian laws and/or ANY other nation’s laws or 

interpretations of  the attached Australian Taxation Office 16th January 2014 

Taxation Advice, prevents any donor/participant f rom either donating  to, 

participating in The Scheme, or accepting or claiming the benevolent-gif t or any 

portion of  it or of  its taxation treatment as intended by reachers Philanthropy; they 

fully indemnify reachers Philanthropy f rom any legal or f inancial and/or other liability 

whatsoever towards them (including civil litigation) due to any such general and/or 

taxation law interpretation in any Australian or any other nation’s legal jurisdiction 

anywhere. 

35.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that if  The 

Scheme is interpreted and/or treated in any way by them and/or any legal opinion 

other than that which it is generally understood by and publicly stated by reachers 

Philanthropy; they fully indemnify reachers Philanthropy f rom any legal, f inancial 

and/or other liability whatsoever towards them due to any such general and/or legal 

interpretation in any Australian or any other nation’s legal jurisdiction anywhere.   

36.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that if  any 

Australian and/or other nation’s laws caused their donation/participation and/or 

claims to the benevolent gif ting as stated and generally intended and/or its taxation 

treatment (as is stated and understood by reachers Philanthropy) to be invalidated; 

they relinquish any entitlement whatsoever to any part of  the benevolent gif t and fully 

agree their USD $4 donation will be f reely granted to reachers Philanthropy as a 

charitable donation and that there will be no refund whatsoever of  any part of  the 

USD $4 donation for any reason whatsoever.   

37.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the method 

to choose to benevolent gif t 20% of  the entire net donations pool achieved to a 

participating USD $4 donor as a donation’s incentive, will be a randomly chosen 

automatic computer-selection of  that USD $4 donor’s email, which was used to 

create a reachers Social-Media prof ile or account with reachers Philanthropy. 

38.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that their 

entitlement to any benevolent gif t or part thereof  solely exists by them donating USD 

$4 in an online transaction and that taking an account and/or prof ile with reachers 

Social-Media without a USD $4 donation provides no such entitlement whatsoever 

to any benevolent gif t or part thereof . 
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39.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that  their 

entitlement to any benevolent gif t or part thereof  solely exists by them donating USD 

$4 and that the burden of  proof  rests upon them to lawfully demonstrate they were 

the lawful USD $4 donor and they must produce a bank statement evidence proving 

their USD $4 donation. 

40.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that if  their 

entitlement to any gif ting under this scheme conf licts with another donor’s lawful 

evidence showing they are also entitled and it cannot be determined otherwise, then 

reachers philanthropy retains the right to share the gif t among those entitled with no 

right to contest reachers’ decision. 

41.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the 

benevolent-gif t is of  20% of  the donations pool is made under Australian general 

and taxation laws as displayed in this document and will be benevolent-gif ted tax-

f ree to the randomly computer-selected donor only as those general and taxation 

laws allow to apply to other countries laws. 

42.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that no obligation 

or responsibility whatsoever is conferred upon or accepted by reachers 

Philanthropy, by or f rom any other nation’s laws impacting in any way whatsoever 

upon this philanthropic benevolent gif ting scheme or related taxation arrangements 

as intended and stated in regard to the fair functioning of  this publicly conducted 

scheme.    

43.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that no other 

laws other than Australian general or taxation laws apply to any benevolent -gif ted 

donors’/participants’ ability to participate in or benef it f rom this scheme; and 

donors/participants must research their own country’s laws allowing their 

participation.   

44.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that if  any other 

donor’/participants’ national/state laws impact and/or interfere in any way 

whatsoever upon their computer-selection as a benevolent-gif t benef iciary by 

reachers Philanthropy, or such laws impact and/or interfere with their ability to 

receive whole or in part, the benevolent-gif t, or be impacted by its Australian 

jurisdictional taxation treatment as intended; they must take this matter up with their 

own government’s legal system and taxation laws to resolve themselves in their own 

country and that they have no legal or complaint recourse whatsoever towards 

reachers Philanthropy and that reachers Philanthropy has no f inancial or other 

obligations towards them whatsoever. 
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45.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that if  any 

general legal, taxation laws or any other matter whatsoever interferes or impacts 

with their ability to either participate in this scheme or accept the reachers 

Philanthropy benevolent gif t with its applied taxation arrangements as intended, that 

their USD $4 transaction is a charitable donation and they have no f inancial or other 

claim upon reachers philanthropy whatsoever and that they are not entitled to either 

a refund of  their USD $4 donation or any f inancial and/or other redress whatsoever 

upon or against reachers philanthropy and that reachers Philanthropy has no legal, 

f inancial and/or other obligations whatsoever towards them.  

46.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that there is no 

taxation deductible expense availability for their USD $4 donation under Australian 

or any other country’s taxation laws. 

47.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that Australia’s 

benevolent-gif ting and applicable general and taxation treatment laws generally 

comply with most international jurisdictional legal norms governing such benevolent -

gif ting and associated taxation arrangements and it is not possible to cover or meet 

all nations’ general and taxation laws intended application relating to such schemes 

or matters; and donors MUST do their own research on this to protect their own 

rights in their own country.   

48.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that they will 

accept all/any Australian law applying to this scheme as a fair and reasonable legal 

jurisdictional application over the management of  the benevolent-gif t and its taxation 

treatment as intended and stated and as it consequently impacts them in any way 

whatsoever.  

49.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that reachers 

Philanthropy in good faith simply randomly computer-selects a USD $4 donor by 

their email address used f rom the $4 global donor pool and if  there is any dispute 

arising whatsoever over the selection, the application of  benevolent-gif ting and/or 

associated/applied taxation law either in Australia and/or other nations, the 

donors/participants fully indemnif ies reachers Philanthropy f rom any legal, f inancial 

or other liability whatsoever arising f rom any/all such disputes and will not hold 

reachers Philanthropy f inancially liable for any costs and/or losses whatsoever 

incurred for any reason whatsoever by any donors/participants involved/participating 

in this scheme.  
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50.   All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that 99.9% of  all 

net donations are pledged by lawful Memorandum of  Understanding (MOU) to 

reachers Philanthropy’s non-prof it charities chosen f rom time to time and they fully 

understand and agree that there will be no refunds made whatsoever to any 

users/donors/participants for any reason whatsoever for any/all donations made.   

51.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that an 

independent governance regime will control and audit the random-computer email 

selection procedure for selecting the benevolent gif t to a donor and that no 

complaints, disputes arising over any processes, methods or systems used , will be 

tolerated or accepted by reachers Philanthropy and if  any such complaints or 

disputes arise, they will be between the USD $4 donor and reachers Philanthropy’s 

group appointed to manage the random-computer selection procedure fairly and in 

the best interests of  all donors/participants. 

52.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that their 

participation will be limited to one (1) USD $4 donation per reachers Philanthropy 

advertised global call that is linked to just one conf irmed/registered eMail address 

account or prof ile of  theirs per donor/participant.  

53.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that their 

email address used to donate/participate must be linked to and used to create their 

reachers Philanthropy Social-Media account or page and if  multiple reachers 

Philanthropy Social-Media accounts or prof iles are opened per person or company, 

each Social-Media account must limit its donation to only USD $4 per email address 

of  the reachers Philanthropy Social-Media global call to donate/participate and that 

failure to comply with this condition invalidates their right to the benevolent gif t or 

any donation refund whatsoever and if  gif ted in error against this condition it will be 

fully refunded by the donor/participant. 

54.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that their 

participation is restricted to just one (1) USD $4 donation per global call; and that 

their participation in future global calls is acceptable but is restricted to just one (1) 

USD $4 donation per new global call.  

55.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that reachers 

Philanthropy will at all times be the sole arbiter of  eligibility of  any person and/or 

company donating/participating to/in The Scheme and the sole determinant of  

rightfulness of  claims to the benevolent gif t or any portion of  it made or its 

appropriate taxation treatment as intended under these terms and conditions. 
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56.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that 

reachers Philanthropy will at all times be the sole arbiter of  any disputes, objections 

and/or complaints arising f rom any person and/or company donating/participating 

to/in The Scheme and reachers Philanthropy is the sole determiner of  rightfulness of  

claims to the benevolent gif t or any portion of  it made or its taxation treatment as 

intended under these terms and conditions. 

57.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that there are no 

age limits to qualify for donation/participation excepting for under 16 years of  age 

donors/participants who must have the ‘legally-verif ied’ permission of  their parent or 

legal guardian to participate under supervision prior to participation. This 

verif ication/supervision must take the form of  an online banking account opened in 

their own legal name that has had their parent’s or legal guardian’s permission and 

approval and that the said account has permissible online transaction capability 

approved. 

58.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that their 16 

years of  age verif ication via their lawful account is solely the obligation of  the 

donor/participant and/or parent or legal guardian and if  this condition is breached 

deliberately or unknowingly and the USD $4 donation is made; the right to 

participate is forfeited and no donations refunds whatsoever will be made and the 

benevolent gif t lawful entitlement will be tested and decided solely by reachers 

Philanthropy.  

59.  If  all user/donorship/participation is VOIDED OR PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED 

by any Federal, State or Local law of  any nation, then no refunds whatsoever will be 

made or claims allowed to any user/donor/participant if  any nation’s laws invalidates 

or voids their donorship/participation.  

60.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that it is 

the sole responsibility of  any/all users/donors/participants to ensure their 

donations/participation are/is not ineligible or invalidated or voided by their own 

nation’s Federal, State and/or Local laws. 

61.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that a single 

USD $4 donation can only be made once by any reachers Philanthropy Social-

Media account holder or user prof ile for each global call made by reachers 

Philanthropy and can only be linked to a single, separate email address attached to 

a single reachers Philanthropy Social-Media account or user prof ile.    
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62.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that persons or 

companies with multiple email addresses can open a single reachers Philanthropy 

account for each separate email address they have. This means that persons and 

companies can make only one single USD $4 donation per reachers Philanthropy 

account although persons and companies can make multiple USD $4 donations but 

limited to only one (1) USD $4 donation per email address account or prof ile used to 

open a reachers Philanthropy Social-Media account.  

63.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that any account 

is opened by signing up and taking a single p rof ile or an account with reachers 

Social-Media but sign-up is limited to only one account per single email address.   

64.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that each USD 

$4 donation/participation must be submitted separately with its own entry when the 

reachers Philanthropy global call for USD $4 donations is made.  

65.  All donors/participants fully understand and agree no USD $4 donation will be 

refunded under any circumstances whatsoever to any donor/participant for any 

reason whatsoever and all donors/participants agree if  any disputes whatsoever 

arise, all such disputes will solely be managed and resolved by the reachers 

Philanthropy executive management and/or Directors and no correspondence will 

be entered into regarding the settlement of  any disputes and all donations go to net 

af ter costs consolidated funds for charity.  

66.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that this 

reachers’ dispute settlement power also applies to any/all disputes arising regarding 

reachers Philanthropy’s processes, technologies, USD $4 donor computer-selection 

methods/technologies used in good faith to fairly conduct reachers Philanthropy’s 

tax-f ree benevolent gif ting scheme.  

67.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that all 

donations/participation must not be in violation of  any ‘donors’/participants’ own 

country federal, state or local laws or basic ethical standards of  

donation/participation and the onus is solely upon all donors/participants to ensure 

they abide these laws or standards of  their own country themselves.  

68.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that any 

donation/participation found to be in violation of  the above ‘own country laws’ or 

proven to be unlawful and/or unethical in any way will be immediately disqualif ied  to 

participate and entitlement to gif ted funds is forfeited as is the USD $4 donation 

made to reachers Philanthropy charities. That is to say, no refunds will be made 

whatsoever, and all such donated funds will be allocated to reachers Philanthropy’s 

Donor Partner charities per lawful Memorandum of  Understanding (MOU) signed 

with them.  
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69.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the reachers 

Philanthropy tax-f ree benevolent gif ting scheme shall in no way be held liable for 

negative impacts of  any such other country invalidation or ineligibility or any impacts 

of  legal action or breach by any donor/participant that results f rom their own 

deliberate or unforeseen, unlawful or legally restricted donations/participation.  

70.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the purpose 

of  this tax-f ree benevolent gif ting scheme is to solely fund reachers Philanthropy’s  

global Donor Partner non-prof it charities for the work they do in ensuring assistance 

to families suf fering deaths and injuries f rom covid mRNA Injections  and for 

delivering charity assistance and services help to the worthy recipients of  persons 

suf fering that these charities exist for.  

71.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that they will not 

submit any user/donation/participation, pitches, testimonials, recommendations, 

disputes, links or any other documentation whatsoever wishing to vary their 

donation/participation in any way whatsoever intended f rom the terms and 

conditions contained herein.   

72.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that their 

user/donation/participation will not involve any revisions or alterations to the 

donation/participation process and/or the terms and conditions stated and implied 

and their USD $4 donation will be accepted once user/donor/participant has 

completed the $4 donor/participation user online account or prof ile registration and 

the USD $4 donation transaction process. 

73.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the USD $4 

donation/participation transaction to be made for involvement can be varied at any 

time (for example to $5) without prior notice.  

74.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that any 

and all small standard additional online transaction charges above their own USD 

$4 donation (e.g. credit care or PayPal etc) will be borne and paid by them. For 

example, included but not restricted to standard charges are made by any and all 

banks, (either their own or reachers Philanthropy’s banks) and/or any/all transaction 

providers costs (for example PayPal) or credit card company’s charges  (for example 

Visa, MasterCard etc.). For example, it may be that a rate of  3.5% or approximately 

(14 cents) total additional online transaction charges may apply, and this will be 

charged back to donors/participants for them to bear, thereby causing a potential 

donation cost of  approximately USD $4 and 14 cents; this is an example only and 

users must verify these costs themselves.  
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75.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that all 

these small standard additional online transaction charges above their own USD $4 

donation that apply f rom time to time vary between charging organisations and 

countries cannot be def ined but accepted. 

76.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that their 

user/donation/participation must be conf irmed in the user/donation/participation 

process strictly related to taking a Social-Media account or prof ile with reachers 

Philanthropy Social-Media and creating one account or prof ile per separate email 

address that the user/donor/participant has.    

77.  All users/donors/participants fully understand and agree that by them submitting 

donations they then agree to and with all the terms and conditions fully expressed 

and/or implied within the spirit and intent of  the donations and tax -f ree benevolent 

gif ting scheme.  

78.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that they 

have the option of  publicising generally and on the reachers Philanthropy website, 

(or reachers facebook or twitter f ree sites etc.), their tax-f ree benevolent gif t 

received if  successfully computer-selected by reachers Philanthropy scheme. This 

means this publicity is entirely up to the user/donor/participant and the gif ting made 

and publicised can be removed f rom the website at any time at the request of  the 

donor/participant. This publicity will be used for marketing and promotional purposes 

for reachers Philanthropy donations and tax-f ree benevolent gif ting scheme only; 

and no claims will be made by reachers Philanthropy for any further benef it derived 

by any donor/participant as a result of  this tax-f ree benevolent gif ting scheme. If  this 

general condition is not honoured; the only recourse to donors/participants will be 

that reachers Philanthropy will withdraw such publicity when requested and no 

f inancial or any other liability for any negative impacts of  such publicity whatsoever 

will be accepted by reachers Philanthropy. 

79.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that once 

the user/donation/participation process is completed and the donation/s is/are 

transacted, no refunds whatsoever for the user/donation/s/participation will be made 

to any users/donors/participants for any reason whatsoever, this also includes if  any 

inadvertent publicising or notifying or identifying of  the gif t recipient by any reachers 

staf f  occurs.  
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80.  All user/rdonors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that 

reachers Philanthropy reserves the right to extend any donations/participation 

deadlines and/or make any change user/donations/participation arrangements as it 

deems f it at any time and make any necessary changes, postponements, delays or 

cancellations in management of  its donations and tax-f ree benevolent gif ting 

scheme as deemed appropriate to the fairness, tenor, spirit and intent of  this 

charitable scheme and all scheduling user/donations/participation impacts are f inal 

and without any recourse to redress for any stated or perceived or inferred negative 

impacts whatsoever on the users/donors/participants; owing to changes made 

impacting users/donors’/participants’ involvement and to any USD $4 donation.    

81.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that 

reachers Philanthropy only will directly notify computer-selected benevolent-gif ted 

donors/participants and f inalists and all computer-selected user/donor/participants 

will be informed via email, phone and standard letter.   

82.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that 

reachers Philanthropy is not responsible for any laws, Federal, State or Local Taxes 

or international customs on the gif ted amount or any other costs; and that 

benevolent gif ts will be issued to the computer-selected benevolent-gif ted 

users/donors/participants within 30 days of  the computer-selection being made and 

being fully verif ied and publicised.   

83.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that that all 

donations/participation made will be cross-verif ied with appointed independent audit 

judges who will be conf irming the computer-selected benevolent-gif t recipients as 

lawful and in accordance with the terms and conditions stated and implied .  

84.  All donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that they will 

release, indemnify, and not hold reachers Philanthropy, or its executives, directors, 

sponsors, or judges or any person involved in the operation of  this scheme 

responsible or liable for any harm, losses, damages, or claims for injury or f inancial 

or other impacts or suf fering to any person or property whatsoever relating to, in 

whole or in part, directly or indirectly, by their participation in reachers Philanthropy 

donations and tax-f ree benevolent gif ting scheme. 

85.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that by 

entering the reachers Philanthropy tax-f ree benevolent gif ting scheme, 

users/donor/participants and/or their parents or legal guardian (if  such entrant is a 

minor) agree to accept and be bound by all the decisions of  reachers Philanthropy 

and its independent audit judges whose decisions are f inal and binding without 

recourse in all matters pertaining to this scheme.  
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86.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that all 

users/donors/participants are bound by all stated and implied terms and conditions 

herein and of  all of f icial rules and regulations.   

87.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that their 

benevolent gif t will be professionally f inancially managed on their behalf  according 

to the stipulations of  the ‘Global Operating Methodology Scope and Outline’ 

document following these Terms and Conditions.  

88.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that if  any 

conf licting and/or contradictory information in these stated and implied terms and 

conditions or the following ‘Global Operating Methodology Scope and  Outline’ 

following the ‘Attachment A’ (www.vaxrisk.org/RULING.pdf ) occurs, or any other 

disputes or complaints arise for any other reason whatsoever; all such matters will 

be settled by reachers Philanthropy management alone, within the spirit and intent 

of  the Good-Faith fairness intended of  this public participatory benevolent-gif ting 

scheme; and no correspondence and/or communication whatsoever will be entered 

into regarding such settlement or claims therefrom.  

89.  All users/donors/participants accept and agree that they fully understand that the 

reachers Philanthropy non-prof it organisation and this Scheme is a very new idea 

and challenge with inherent potential dif f iculties and if  any failure of  systems, 

technology, organizational dif f iculties, political, legal issues  etc. arise making The 

Scheme unviable, that all donations af ter net costs will be paid to the non-prof it 

charities we fund and there will be no refunds whatsoever to those who donated in 

good faith.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.vaxrisk.org/RULING.pdf
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‘Attachment A’ Australian Taxation Office 16th January 2014 Taxation Advice 
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A Government Registered (ACNC) Not-for-Profit Charity 

 

We give together 
 

Global Operating Methodology 
Scope and Outline 
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 Philanthropy 
MISSION 

TO EXCEL AMONG 

Press > the top 4 global Social-Media-Networking companies 

     
Humanity, now connected – for good! 

https://www.abr.business.gov.au/ABN/View/66161855153
http://www.alexa.com/topsites
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The global Social-Media-Networking majors 
 

 
*ONE BILLION PLUS!   450 MILLION! 250 MILLION! 

 

 
 

 

110 MILLION! 71 MILLION! 65 MILLION! 

 

 

16 MILLION! 
 

 

The current global Social-Media-Networking internet mass traffic rates 

• *2.5 billion eMail users worldwide 

• 4.3 billion eMail clients worldwide 

• 300 billion daily eMails sent worldwide 

• 2.1 billion daily Global Twitter search engine queries 
• 1.95 billion global monthly Majors social-media users 

• .634 billion global monthly Majors visited websites 
Sources: Radicati Group;  eBIZMBA;    the guardian; Royal Pingdom;   Statistic Brain 

 

 

Official definition of Social-Media-Networking 
“The creation and exchange of user-generated content on Internet-based applications” 

 

Not quite… 

The correct definition of Social-Media-Networking is: 
 

“We are Social-Media-Networking” 

 

With deepest respect, Mark Zuckerberg did not make facebook, we did. 

http://email.about.com/od/emailtrivia/f/how_many_email.htm
http://royal.pingdom.com/2013/01/16/internet-2012-in-numbers/
http://email.about.com/od/emailtrivia/f/emails_per_day.htm
http://www.statisticbrain.com/twitter-statistics/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2012/oct/04/facebook-hits-billion-users-a-month
http://royal.pingdom.com/2013/01/16/internet-2012-in-numbers/
http://email.about.com/od/emailtrivia/f/how_many_email.htm
http://www.ebizmba.com/articles/social-networking-websites
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2012/oct/04/facebook-hits-billion-users-a-month
http://royal.pingdom.com/2013/01/16/internet-2012-in-numbers/
http://www.statisticbrain.com/twitter-statistics/
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VERY IMPORTANT CAVEAT NOTE ON ANTICIPATED 
CHARITY DONOR ASSUMPTIONS 

Based on the current global Social-Media-Networking internet traffic rates 
shown above, there exists now, a never before available means to call global, 
mass-scale Social-Media-Networking driven philanthropy donations; for 
doing real good on an unimaginable scale in humanity. For global charity. The 
method is based upon precisely the same enterprise techniques that makes 
all Social-Media-Networking majors successful. 

 
The current 2.5 billion global eMail users alone donating only a low USD $4 

each, generates USD $10 Billion in immediate donations.  
USD $4 X 2.5 Billion = USD $10 Billion per donations call, for charity.  

This is an existing very tappable source of goodness, Social-Media-
Networking now makes it possible, and if tapped; tens of $Billions of dollars 
are achieved. This projection is of course based upon a 100% take-up rate. 

 

The USD $4 call for donations could be made weekly; the numbers are there 
now and a very low USD $4 is the price of a cup of coffee. With a 100% take-
up rate, USD $10 Billion would result weekly. These traffic rates are current 
and validated. 

 

In addition, there are a further 1.95 billion global monthly majors' Social- 
Media-Networking users, and .634 billion global monthly majors' visited 
websites and 2.1 billion daily Global twitter search engine queries; that 
increases the donor potential substantially more. This is based on current 
real internet traffic volumes shown. Sources:  Radicati Group;  eBIZMBA;  the guardian; Royal 

Pingdom;  Statistic Brain 

 

Consequently, based upon all of these existing internet traffic capacity real 
numbers, (in addition to just the 2.5 billion eMail users); the projected USD 
$10 billion donations potential may be viewed as potentially very 
conservative. These very large numbers are there now, they are not made up, 
the sources are validated; and are growing rapidly by adoption and 
population increases. 

 

The question is not if we can reach these existing very large numbers to 
willingly donate only $4; the question is HOW can we reach these donors? 
The answer is, easy! with  Philanthropy; our innovative NextGen 
Social-Media-Networking model designed on its unique Intellectual Property 
(IP) power. 

 

The speed of take-up of facebook alone stunned global markets, and stunned 
even its founder; and this massive growth was made from a zero base in a 
market that didn’t exist at the time. We actually made facebook happen; we 
are Social-Media-Networking; they just produced the websites for us to use. 

http://email.about.com/od/emailtrivia/f/how_many_email.htm
http://www.ebizmba.com/articles/social-networking-websites
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2012/oct/04/facebook-hits-billion-users-a-month
http://royal.pingdom.com/2013/01/16/internet-2012-in-numbers/
http://royal.pingdom.com/2013/01/16/internet-2012-in-numbers/
http://www.statisticbrain.com/twitter-statistics/
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All Social-Media-Networking growth was phenomenal and our  

Philanthropy innovative and unique (IP) scheme enters this Social-Media- 
Networking market which has already exploded in mass popularity. Because 
of the universal awareness now of what Social-Media-Networking is, the take 
up rates of all new Social-Media-Networking new entrants is much more 
rapid. 

 
All Social-Media-Networking players have unique differentiations, plus their 
own Social-Media-Networking options. YouTube provides your videos, 
facebook social networking, LinkedIn your career steps, twitter your 
microblogging; NONE give benevolent gifting! Some make charity donations, 

 Philanthropy is wholly non-profit, and gives ALL to charity AND 
benevolent gifts back to our donors, you. On an unimaginable scale! Plus 

 Philanthropy has the Social-Media-Networking option too. 
 

It is most important to realise however, that the projected donations take-up 
rates shown for any new entrants, may take from 1 to 2 years, there is no 
way of really knowing at all. Social-Media-Networking didn’t exist when 
facebook started; but its growth was truly phenomenal; because we 
ourselves made it happen. 

 
However, because of the massive growth of Social-Media-Networking in a 
now mature market, we all now know and accept; the new take-up rates 
could be instantaneous! The current validated Social-Media-Networking 
traffic rates shown are correct and precise and will probably even increase 
faster than projected by independent sources. 

 

However our assessment is, although these numbers would easily translate 
into achievable stunning donations levels (at a low USD $4 per email account 
per donations call); we should manage the emotional marketing aspects and 
credibility aspects of such large potential wealth intake; these are massive 
numbers. 

 
For respectful business propriety and wise planning therefore; we will set the 
most sensible and modest operational goal of only USD $10 Billion in 
projected donations for 2023; a great achievement in itself if realised. 

 
The facts are though, the existing Social-Media-Networking traffic numbers 
are there now that drove these other Social-Media-Networking market 
majors stratospherically. The clear prospects to tap these billions of potential 
donor sources on mass-scale exist right now; and our take-up rate could 
easily far exceed this very respectable 2016 USD $10 Billion target potential. 
Our Intellectual Property (IP) makes it entirely possible. 
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However, it’s far better to market low and over-achieve than the opposite; 
people’s expectations must be fully respected; this promises to be a most 
exquisite human journey. 

 
For the purposes of basing such a bold endeavour in the most respectful and 
responsible perspective, it is agreed that by sound and prudent business 
principles; no claims whatsoever should be made that promote the scheme 
in anticipated immediate promises. This would be imprudent, self-defeating 
and harm the high integrity of the potential. The potential is enormous. 

 
We do however, wish to demonstrate the absolute full potential of he 
projected global donations numbers if we enjoy the same success and 
benefits as all the Social-Media-Networking majors. 

 
Therefore, the following Operating Model projections are based on the full 
100% take up rate anticipated. This is to show the full potential of our 

 Philanthropy Intellectual Property (IP). 
 

   Philanthropy will be developed, marketed, presented to its 
potential global donor Social-Media-Networking billions, in the most 
respectful manner; and no colourful implied communication rhetoric will be 
used at all. This is true philanthropy for good and this is the way all Social- 
Media-Networking grew. 

 
Furthermore, it will not be marketed at all by way of hyped promotion, 
advertising, spamming, eMailing or any mass outbound over glorification. 

 
It will be specifically allowed to grow by Social-Media-Networking user 
recommendations as facebook was managed. It will be organically grown and 
taken, up via its intrinsic worth. True social needs driven, as real Social- 
Media-Networking should be. 

Our  website shows these specific non-profit charity recipient marketing 
initiatives clearly. Its intent is to be driven by donor interest ONLY. 
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OUR  Philanthropy object: 

To deliver immediate global mass-scale philanthropy, for charity. 
 

Mass-scale philanthropy has never existed. Until now philanthropy has been 
the province of only few kind, ultra-wealthy people; who by the deep 
generosity of their spirit, and love; give their wealth to their fellow humans, 
in order to do good for humanity. As beautiful as this is, tragically; it is never 
enough to do all the things of good in humanity that we all know must be 
done. 

 
Our    Philanthropy innovative mass-scale operating model, now 
fully delivers this real potential, by fully enabling this new phenomena; 
through the vast global Social-Media-Networking internet traffic rates 
happing now. 

 
The Current Global Social-Media-Networking Internet Mass Traffic Rates 

• 2.5 billion eMail users worldwide 

• 4.3 billion eMail clients worldwide 

• 300 billion daily eMails sent worldwide 

• 2.1 billion daily global Twitter search engine queries 

• 1.95 Billion global monthly majors social-media users 
• .634 Billion global monthly majors visited websites 

Sources:     Radicati Group;  eBIZMBA;    the guardian; Royal Pingdom;   Statistic Brain 
 
 

The unique    Philanthropy Intellectual Property (IP) model, 
connects via the entire Social-Media-Networking community in the same way all of 
the majors do. However we use two unique, innovative, very powerful and highly 
rewarding methodologies to do this. Combined, they drive mass-scale giving. 

 
Our two unique    Philanthropy IP donor driver methodologies 

 
1.     Philanthropy enforces a very low, single philanthropic 

donation of USD $4 only; you are not allowed to donate more than this each 
global call. This low USD $4 however, immediately aggregates on mass-scale 
across the existing *2.5 billion eMail account users. This USD $4 has the 
capacity (on current traffic rates) to immediately aggregate to USD $10 
Billion for charity. And this is only the eMail user category, it ignores all the 
other huge Social-Media- Networking and web visitor traffic. USD $4 is 

merely the price of a cup of coffee! And 2.5 existing users X USD $4 each 
donated = USD $10Billion! 

 
 
 
 
 

http://email.about.com/od/emailtrivia/f/how_many_email.htm
http://royal.pingdom.com/2013/01/16/internet-2012-in-numbers/
http://email.about.com/od/emailtrivia/f/emails_per_day.htm
http://www.statisticbrain.com/twitter-statistics/
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2012/oct/04/facebook-hits-billion-users-a-month
http://royal.pingdom.com/2013/01/16/internet-2012-in-numbers/
http://email.about.com/od/emailtrivia/f/how_many_email.htm
http://www.ebizmba.com/articles/social-networking-websites
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2012/oct/04/facebook-hits-billion-users-a-month
http://royal.pingdom.com/2013/01/16/internet-2012-in-numbers/
http://www.statisticbrain.com/twitter-statistics/
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This low donor rate of USD $4 itself, is an irresistible mass-scale driver of mass 
philanthropy, because we all immediately become part of an immediate USD 
$10 Billion Social-Media-Networking driven linked joyous result, for charity 
 

This magnificent low USD $4 gesture alone, has enough human to human high- 

energy when publicised, to then generate a mass-scale Social-Media- 
Networking following, capable of exceeding all of the majors combined. 

 
No other charity donations regime in history has ever tapped human goodness 
on this grandest scale. It is a stunning driver in itself of strong interest for the 

mass-scale effect of the great good it does. And it will accelerate more Social-
Media-Networking driven traffic powerfully because of this; driving further 
website advertising revenues for more philanthropy. 

 
2. In addition,  Philanthropy (by random email selection then 

“benevolent-gifts” back to one of these kind, loving USD $4 donors, an exquisite 
monumental generous TAX-FREE “benevolent-gift” of USD $2 Billion dollars, or 
20% of the USD $10Billion global donations pool raised. This exquisite act of 

“benevolent-gifting” from  Philanthropy to one of our kind giving 
USD $4 donor peers, provides an unimaginable further driver for mass-scale 

donations. It delivers a gift of unimaginable magnitude that no human on earth 
could ever dream of. 

 
The publicity of such an unimaginable USD $2Billion TAX-FREE dollars 
benevolent- gifting generated from mass-scale philanthropy, is also capable of   
generating a level of profound interest, unseen in human history. This can 
exceed all global Social-Media-Networking interest to date because of the 
deepest human interest story. Nobody has ever been ‘benevolent-gifted’ 

this amount; in fact no Social-Media organization offers you anything other than 
advertising revenue. 

 
Its potential power is so profound, it is capable of becoming one of the greatest 
events ever in human to human goodness communication. The global following 
of its effect can be immense, and can generate untold focus upon the idea and 

its good impacts on the gifted donors. This again can drive spectacular further 
global media interest and further mass-scale donations. Nothing on this scale 
has ever occurred in human history. 

 
 Philanthropy is scale-economics people-philanthropy. 
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THE  Philanthropy SIMPLE PROCESS DIAGRAM 

The global billions of daily internet and Social-Media-Networking users each   

donate USD $4 once only, to  Philanthropy. USD $4 is just the price of 
a coffee. This exquisite human generosity can generate USD $10Billion TAX-FREE 
Dollars, unimaginable human philanthropy; i.e. 2.5 billion eMail users alone 
worldwide donating USD $4 each = USD $10Billion. It’s not a pledge, after your USD 
$4 registration fee that also goes to charity; it is 100% voluntary. You need donate 
only once; if you wish to donate next or subsequent global calls; you may. 

 

Eight $Billion Dollars is automatically sent into the (USA IRS Approved) #Appointed 

Trust Fund Committed to full financial support to Families suffering mass-
deaths & injuries from Covid-Injections.; and $2billion dollars is TAX-FREE 
‘benevolent-gifted’ back (each global call which could be weekly) to one kind, loving 

USD $4 donor, for their amazing giving generosity. This TAX-FREE’ ‘benevolent-gift’ is 
yours to keep OR do wonderful work in your OWN community; it is YOUR CHOICE! 
This level of mutual human to human philanthropic goodness generosity has never 
existed or been possible in history. The gifted donor will also be global media 
recognised (only if they wish to). 
 

 

To protect all interests of all USD $4 weekly donors; each eMail user can only donate 
once per global call, and USD $4 maximum, to ensure absolute fairness. The global 
call for philanthropic USD $4 donations may be daily, weekly or monthly, depending 
on the USD $10Billion pool being reached; so donors may donate USD $4 again on 
each global call. These Social-Media-Networking revenues exist in profit 
organisations right now, we are non-profit; using the same scale-economics model; 
-devoted to philanthropy.

http://email.about.com/od/emailtrivia/f/how_many_email.htm
http://email.about.com/od/emailtrivia/f/how_many_email.htm
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Strict  Philanthropy lawfully binding donor protections 

 

• #NB: If any government declares the ‘benevolent-gift’ as not applying 
to its own citizens,  Philanthropy may be legally obliged 
to issue the USD $2Billion as a lifetime trust fund and not a benevolent 
gift. The trust fund would entirely stay in the donor’s name for life, 

and the revenue earnings would ALL remain with the donor for life (& 
earn well over the USD $2billion, and all to be kept).  

• There is lawfully imposed, an ABSOLUTE limit of USD $4 per donation, per 
call (which may be weekly); NO EXCEPTIONS – ever. This is to never allow 
the non-profit, philanthropic ‘benevolent-gifting’ scheme to be ever 
exploited as commercial gambling and remain solely a philanthropic gifting 
for donations into perpetuity. 

 

• There is lawfully imposed an ABSOLUTE limit of ONE ONLY USD $4 
donation for each donations call (which may be weekly); NO EXCEPTIONS – 
ever. This is to never allow the non-profit, philanthropic “benevolent-gifting” 
scheme to be ever exploited as commercial gambling and remain solely a 
philanthropic “benevolent-gifting” for donations into perpetuity. 

•  Philanthropy must by its constitution, lawfully remain non-for- 
profit, self-funding and 99.9% philanthropic. This protection applies to both 
the Social-Media-Networking mass-scale donations generated AND ALL of 

the significant website advertising revenues anticipated for such a major  
new entrant. 

#NB: 001% (⅒ of 1%) =  Philanthropy (or board negotiated) IP Royalty to IP owner Designer. 
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•  Philanthropy must by its constitution, never request any 
donors to ever pledge or sign-up to multiple or continuous donations. After 
the initial USD $4 sign-up fee (which goes to charity) it must be free, 
spontaneous and operate EXACTLY like all Social-Media-Networking majors, 
free and by human interest alone. This is what made all Social- Media-
Networking majors so stunningly successful. To diverge from this stunning 

voluntary Social-Media-Networking success driver, would destroy this (or 
any) Social-Media-Networking based enterprise. 

 
HOW WILL WE MAKE THIS WORK? 

 
Through the power and focus of our sisters and brothers’ human desire to 

help each other in times of dire need; nothing in humanity equals the power 
and the focus of human to human giving. 

 
ABSOLUTELY NOTHING. 

 
The  Philanthropy organisation will harness this unbridled power and 

focus of giving in two simple and very effective ways. 

 
1. The  Philanthropy board and organisation will network 

through their entire global powerful professional and volunteer 
organisations’ non-profit networks.  

 

These leading non-profit charity networks will approach all the leading 
corporation boards worldwide (through internal professional 
networks) and merely request that all corporations and Social-Media-
Networking websites simply EACH list the  icon on each 
global website with their other major icons. There will be nothing more 
asked! No funds requested, no donations! Nothing further requested, 
this in true goodness can’t be refused. This is not a big-ask. How could 
anyone say no to non-profit for charity? It aids corporate CSR goals! 

Example of a standard listing globally on the front-page of all websites. 
 

 

 
It’s such a small, and very powerful thing, yet its daily global exposure 
of the  Philanthropy donation opportunity to all in 
humanity will be immense. It has unimaginable power of human 
goodness, never before tapped on this scale; it’s mass-scale 
philanthropic goodness access never before offered. The potential for 
both mass-scale philanthropy from us all, combined with a unique USD 
$2 Billion TAX-FREE gift to donors will be utterly compelling. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporate_social_responsibility
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2. This  Philanthropy icon banner will then be presented 
every day on websites, to all the billions of internet visitors, into 
perpetuity. 

 
Our entire human online billions population will then be presented with the 

opportunity to donate a mere USD $4 (cost of a coffee) to the  

Philanthropy global donations cause. $8 Billion dollars goes straight into 
the #Appointed Trust Fund Committed to full financial support to Families 
suffering mass-deaths & injuries from Covid-Injections. 
 
 A potent, mass-scale act of human- t o - h u m a n  goodness unwitnessed in 
life on earth; and it’s so possible. 

 

 

A sobering note, putting this unimaginable power into 

absolute perspective: 
 
Nobody ever predicted that the profound impact the internet, would give facebook 

the power to grow so rapidly to the biggest Social-Media-Networking corporate 
conglomerate in history; not even Mark Zuckerberg himself! facebook spread only 
by we people communicating. Mark Zuckerberg is no genius, he’s a great man of his 
time and he had a great idea that took off; but it would NEVER work without our 
internet existing first; we did the rest; we are Social-Media-Networking. 

 
In addition to the total potentially anticipated  Philanthropy weekly 
donations, the viral pool could be of at Least USD $10 billion dollars per weekly call, 

there will be additional significant Social-Media-Networking revenues available 
from major advertising coming from this new iconic philanthropic website. 

e.g. 

Current Social-Media-Networking majors’ advertising revenues 

• facebook advertising revenue – $8.48 Billion in 2013 

• Google advertising revenue – $50 Billion in 2013 

• twitter advertising revenue – $00 Million in 2013 
 

Consequently, there is potential further non-profit revenues from Social-Media- 
Networking advertising (additional to donations that could reach USD $10 Billion 
per week). 
. 

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/facebook-upgraded-to-buy-on-revenue-efforts-ubs-2013-06-21-7914718
http://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/201249/can-youtube-eclipse-facebook.html#axzz2WuJM7bfM
http://www.statisticbrain.com/twitter-statistics/
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Because  Philanthropy has now designed and set the NextGen Social- 
Media-Networking trend. It combines them all, in a non-profit, self-funding, global 
philanthropic goodness. This innovative unique experience therefore gives far 

more than ANY Social-Media-Networking can.  Philanthropy lets us 
give to each other on mass-scale and be gifted back on an unimaginable scale. 

 
This unique giving and gifting is a Social-Media-Networking driver that no other of 
the majors has or will ever have; because they will always be profit driven; to pay 
shareholders. Therefore, this unbounded joy of giving, combined with the re-gifting 
of USD $2 Billion TAX-FREE to a kind loving donor that could occur each week if we 

go viral, provides not only the delight to help others on an unimaginable scale; but 
an undreamed of gift to a USD $4 donor each week if our user rates are achieved 
that are now occurring with many Social-Media majors. 

 
This will drive a new Social-Media-Networking demand incentive to push 

 Philanthropy to be dominant over all the Social-Media-Networking 

majors. Just think, the entire Social-Media-Networking industry combined does not 
offer this rare giving and gifting; this will take Social-Media-Networking to mass 
scale intensity. 
 

 Philanthropy may be required by taxation law to initially distribute the 
$2Billion tax-free philanthropic-gift directly to a trust account in the $4 donor’s own 
name that is controlled by a renowned global investment manager (e.g. such as 

Goldman Sachs etc.) for two years only; to assist the person in their education of 
proper financial management of such large instant wealth; and after the two years; 
the $4 donor will have total personal control of all the funds gifted. 

 

Because we together have this power, let’s now do this – together. 
 

 Philanthropy has the scale power potential to make the greatest 
redistribution of wealth in human history, by mass-scale, non-pledging, and fully 

voluntary low level donations. 

 
Why? Because it engages all of humanity and in a philanthropic partnership of 

goodness together through the power of all our hands and all our hearts. 

 
This is possible through  Philanthropy. 

 

Philanthropy 2023 funding priorities are now finalised and stand at:  

 

Committed to full financial support to Families suffering 
mass-deaths & injuries from Covid-Injections. 
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 Philanthropy 
MISSION 

TO EXCEL AMONG 

Press > the Top 4 Global Social-Media-Networking Companies 

     
Humanity, now connected; for good! 

 

 
17th July 2023  

Glenn Floyd 

Founding Chairman & Executive Director 

   Philanthropy 
Committed to full financial support to Families suffering mass-deaths & injuries from Covid-Injections.  
A Government Registered (ACNC) Not-for-Profit Charity 

Suite 1, 42 Main Street Maldon Vic 3463 Australia 
Telephone: +61 (0) 3 5475 1286 Mobile: +61 (0) 407 861 056 
http://www.reachersphilanthropy.org/  E: floydaubrey@bigpond.com  
 
 
 

 
 

 

http://www.alexa.com/topsites
https://au.linkedin.com/in/glenn-floyd-3b42409
https://www.abr.business.gov.au/ABN/View/66161855153
http://www.reachersphilanthropy.org/
mailto:glenn@reachers.org
mailto:floydaubrey@bigpond.com

